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The observed and ab initio  calculated propensity rules for collisions of NH3 with rare gas atoms are 
found to be in reasonable agreement for NH3-Ar, whereas for NH3-He they show large 
discrepancies. In order to examine these discrepancies we have calculated state-to-state integral 
cross sections for collisions of NH3 with He using the close coupling method. The 
NH3-He interaction potential has been obtained from SCF calculations, augmented by a 
multipole-expanded damped dispersion energy. Our calculations show that the discrepancies can be 
accounted for if the cross sections are corrected for the imperfect initial state preparation in the 
experiment. They also clarify why the discrepancies do not occur to the same extent for 
NH3-Ar. After comparing our new theoretical results with the experimental data we found that for 
one experimental cross section for NH3-He the earlier assignment must be corrected. © 1995  
A m erican  Institu te  o f  Physics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Propensity rules emerge in the state resolved studies of 
rotational excitation and inversion of ammonia by collisions 
with rare gas atoms and molecular hydrogen. These rules, 
which follow from the theory1-9 and are observed in various 
experiments,1,5 refer to the relative magnitudes of the inte­
gral cross sections to the (+) and ( —) inversion states that 
belong to the same rotational level j k. Surveys of earlier 
experimental and theoretical work are given in Refs. 1 and 5. 
In recent years NH3-Rg and NH3-H 2 collisions have been 
investigated with crossed molecular beams.10-14 Contrary to 
the earlier experiments, crossed molecular beam experiments 
directly yield state-to-state cross sections that are inversion- 
state resolved, both in the initial and the final state. The 
results from these experiments can therefore be immediately 
compared to the theoretically obtained cross sections. As a 
consequence, crossed molecular beam experiments constitute 
a stringent test of the intermolecular potential surface and of 
the computational method used.
In the studies of NH3-He collisions large discrepancies 
are found between the experimental and the theoretical pro­
pensity rules. In Ref. 11 a comparison is made between the 
relative integral cross sections for NH3-H e obtained from a 
crossed beam experiment and those obtained from coupled 
states (CS)10 and semiclassical6 calculations. For ortho  
NH3-H e the calculations predict the cross sections from
0o to 3^ and 4^ to be zero or almost zero, whereas the 
corresponding experimental cross sections are significantly 
different from zero. For p a ra  NH3-H e the same disagree­
ment exists for the cross section from 1l to 22 . Such dis­
crepancies do not show up in the state resolved studies of
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collisions of NH3 with Ar,15,16 where the calculations are 
based on the close coupling (CC) method.
A number of possible causes has been given to account 
for the discrepancies between the observed and the calcu­
lated propensity rules in NH3-He. The fact that the inversion 
tunneling had not been taken explicitly into account in the 
calculations, but via a delta function model,3,4 was proposed 
as a possible explanation.11,17 Another reason put forward, 
was that the earlier calculations10,6 were semiclassical or 
made use of the CS approximation instead of the more rig­
orous CC approach. Further, the available experimental and 
theoretical cross sections were determined at rather different 
total energies. Although the energy dependence of the rela­
tive cross sections is small, it was not clear exactly how the 
comparison between theory and experiment was affected.11 It 
was already concluded, however, that it was unlikely that a 
further improvement of the potential energy surfaces used in 
the calculations could fully remove the disagreement.17
In a previous paper15 we performed CC and CS calcula­
tions for the NH3-A r system. The inversion motion in 
NH3 was included both via the delta function model and by 
taking the inversion coordinate explicitly into account. Thus 
we were able to determine the effect of the delta function 
model and the CS approximation on the cross sections. We 
found that application of the delta function model hardly 
influenced the cross sections, only in the order of 3%. Appli­
cation of the CS approximation, however, did have an appre­
ciable influence. The CC cross sections ct(0q ^ 3 ^ )  and 
<7(0q—»4^) for ortho  and cr( 1 j” —>27) for p a ra  were all 
significantly different from zero. In the CS approximation 
the cross sections to 3^ and 4 if* are exactly zero; the cross 
section to 27 was smaller than in CC by a factor of two. We 
concluded that the absence of cross sections to the two ortho  
states is an artifact of the CS method and that for NH3-A r 
the Coriolis terms in the Hamiltonian, which are neglected in 
the CS approximation, give rise to significant transition prob­
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TABLE I. State-to-state cross sections for ortho and para NH3-H c . For both species the first two columns 
contain the state-to-state cross sections in A2 that are calculated in Ref. 10 at a relative kinetic energy of 788 
cm “ 1 and those from the present calculations at a relative kinetic energy of 436 c m * 1, respectively. The third 
column contains the cross sections from the present calculations that are corrected for the imperfect initial state 
preparation, in A2. The experimental values are given in the fourth column. Dots (•••) in the fourth column 
indicate that the corresponding cross section has not been measured.
ortho N H V-H e para N H V-H e
o-(00f ->JD A n (j i) cr( 1 7 ->Jk) A n ( j I)
J t Ref. 10 This work This work Expt.11 J l Ref. 10 This work This work Expt."
lo 1.011 0.615 - 0 .5 5 4 1.56 2 r 0.758 0.668 0.723 1.96
2(t 5.158 3.182 3.041 3.51 9 +z 1 2.791 1.757 1.703 2.04
3n 1.028 1.509 1.495 1.00 3 +0 1 0.612 0.932 0.929 0.64
4,; 0.505 0.083 0.117 0.41 3 r 1.702 0.869 0.872 1.21
5o 0.383 0.037 0.037
• • • 0.370 0.323 0.309 0.52
6 0+ 0.062 0.002 0.001 0.29a < 0.259 0.042 0.056 0.23
0.000 0.002 0.531 1.01 -2 0.001 0.001 0.174 0.44
37 6.681 7.894 7.317 3.18 2 : 2.757 3.465 3.292 1.91
4 3" 4.477 2.248 2.173 2.68 1.665 1.044 1.040 1.00
< 0.000 0.001 0.094 0.49 3 i 0.820 0.963 0.967 0.75
5,+ 0.000 0.003 0.005 • • » ^2 0.674 0.335 0.325 0.52
0.221 0.076 0.093 • • • 4 2+ 0.233 0.135 0.145 ...a
0.020 0.004 0.004 • • • 5 Î 0.074 0.024 0.024 • • •
6* 0.000 0.000 0.000 • • • 57 0.056 0.017 0.017
• • •
6* 0.000 0.002 0.033 •  •  • 4 ; 0.445 0.262 0.403 0.49
1.154 0.412 0.381 0.46 4 4+ 2.713 3.077 2.936 1.70
54+ 1.550 0.563 0.536 0.62
5 ; 0.055 0.023 0.050 0.28
5 ? 0.006 0.003 0.028 0.16
5 5~ 0.845 0.495 0.471 0.34
'A reexamination of the experimental data shows that the experimental cross section to 6 q should be much 
smaller than 0.29 A2, and that the experimental cross section to 4 2r should be 0.50 ±  0.10 A2; see Sec. IV.
abilities. Even though these terms are small, they fall off 
slowly with increasing distance and since the long-range at­
traction in the NH3-A r potential is important, they can have 
an appreciable effect on the cross sections to 3 ^  and 4$ . On 
the basis of these CC and CS results for NH3-Ar, we in­
ferred that for NH3-H e the smallness of the theoretical cross 
section from 1 ¡~ to 27 could not be attributed to the use of 
the CS method.
Here we want to examine the disagreements in 
NH3-He. To this end we computed an ab in itio  potential 
energy surface for this system. Next we performed CC cal­
culations making use of this potential at the relative kinetic 
energy attained in the experiment. In this way we minimized 
the deviations caused by differences between the experimen­
tal conditions and the parameters in the scattering calcula­
tions. Furthermore, we investigated whether a correction of 
the theoretical cross sections for the imperfect initial state
since the NH3-H e interaction is dominated by short-range 
collisions,4 contrary to NH3-A r where the long-range attrac­
tion is more important, we wanted to check it explicitly for 
the case of NH3-He.
II. INTERMOLECULAR POTENTIAL
The ab in itio  potential has been obtained by SCF calcu­
lations with the use of the following spherical Gaussian basis 
sets: N (12i 8/>3rf/10i 7/73rf), H(7.?2/;>/6.?2/?),18 and He 
(1 \ s 5 p / 5 s 3 p )  with ^-orbitals from Ref. 19 and the 
p -orbitals from Ref. 20. We did not correct for the basis set 
superposition error since we found that it was only 0.3% at R 
=  5 bohr, and 0  = <I> = OO, where R , ©, and <J> are the 
spherical polar coordinates of He with respect to a frame 
centered at the ammonia center of mass, and where the ni-
preparation in the experiment can bring the experimental and trogen atom of the ammonia is on the positive z axis and one
theoretical propensities into agreement.
Up to now it was assumed that the influence of the im­
perfect initial state preparation was too small to cause the 
large deviations between the theoretical and experimental 
propensities.11 In our study of the NH3-A r system15 we 
found that taking the imperfect initial state preparation into 
account changed the integral cross sections by a factor of two 
at most, and about 10% on average. This finding seems to 
support the above assumption, since these factors cannot ex­
hydrogen nucleus is put into the x - z  plane, with positive x. 
The long-range part contains multipole-expanded dispersion 
contributions at the TDCHF plus second order true correla­
tion level.21 A Tang-Toennies-like damping was applied to 
the long-range energy. The surface was expanded in spheri­
cal harmonics through / =  7, in the way described in Ref. 15.
The ab in itio  potential does not depend explicitly on the 
inversion coordinate. This implies that we have to apply the 
delta function model to treat the NH3 inversion motion. As
plain the deviations in NH3-H e (see Table I). However, explained in the Introduction we may nevertheless assume
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that the conclusions based on the results of the present cal­
culations are not affected by the model treatment of the in­
version.
HI. COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS
The calculations were carried out with the HIBRIDON in-
99elastic scattering code. An explanation of the parameters 
used in the calculations can be found in Ref. 15. We have 
used the option in the program to reduce the size of the basis 
set when the overall rotation of the NH3-He complex starts 
to take up a large part of the available energy; i.e., from a 
chosen value of the overall rotational quantum number J  
upward the program only includes open channels.
The value of the total energy is determined by the ex­
perimental relative kinetic energy, 436 cm-1 . The ortho  
NH3 with initial state j  = k  = 0, where j  and k are the sym­
metric top quantum numbers of the NH3 monomer, has zero 
internal energy, so the total energy is equal to the relative 
kinetic energy. The initial j  = k =  1 state of p a ra  NH3, which 
is the ground state of this species, has an internal energy of 
16.245 cm-1 .8 The total energy for p a ra  is consequently set 
equal to 452.245 cm- 1. The molecular levels in the basis set 
are retained up to j  = 9 inclusive, with all allowed values of 
k. This means that for ortho  NH3 34 levels are included 
(with a maximum energy of 895 cm-1) of which 19 levels 
are asymptotically accessible. Out of the 66 levels for p a ra  
NH3 (with a maximum energy of 891 cm-1 ) 34 levels are 
accessible. The J  value at which we start to include only 
open channels is 41, and J  took the values 0,1,2, . . .  ,160.
Retaining all levels up to7=11 in the rotational basis set 
changed the cross sections by less than 3%. The convergence 
of the cross sections with respect to all other relevant param­
eters, such as the step size A/? in the propagator, was about 
1 %. The neglect of closed channels for 7> 40  did not affect 
the results. The values for the rotational constants of NH3 are 
taken from Ref. 8: #  = 9.9402 cm-1 and C =  6.3044 cm-1 .
The maximum number of channels in the calculation 
was 219 per parity block for ortho  NH3-He, taking about 2 
CPU hours for a full calculation and 441 per parity block for 
para NH3-He, taking about 23 CPU hours on an IBM RS/ 
6000 model 390 workstation.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In view of the findings described in the Introduction we 
have used the C C  method in the calculations reported here. 
The NH3 inversion is treated via the delta function model. As 
indicated in Sec. Ill, the relative kinetic energy is set equal to 
the relative kinetic energy attained in the crossed molecular 
beam experiment11 to which we compare our results. This 
experiment measures the differences in population of a spe­
cific rotation-inversion state | i ) = j €k before and after the col­
lision. The signal is proportional to
A n ( / )  =  2  [ n { j ) < j { i ^ i ) - n { i ) < j { i ^ > j ) ' \ ,  ( 0
where n ( i )  stands for the initial population of state i and 
^n( i )  is a measure for the collision induced change in that 
population. The dimension of An ( i )  is A 2; we will refer to it
as the “corrected cross section.” For ortho  N H 3 the initial 
state consists of 92% 0q and 8% 1 q and for para  N H 3 of 
95% 1 ;  and 5% i f .
In order to make the correction for the imperfect initial 
state preparation the state-to-state cross sections obtained 
from the calculations must be put into Eq. (1). The contribu­
tions from the 1 q state of the ortho  species and the 1 f  state 
of the para  species are taken from the same computations 
(with the same total energy) as the cross sections from the 
mainly populated initial states. This is justified, because the 
cross sections are only weakly dependent on energy.
In Table I we have listed both the pure state-to-state 
cross sections and those that are corrected for the imperfect 
initial state preparation, together with the experimental cross 
sections and the CS results of the calculations from Ref. 10. 
The theoretical results are given in A2. From the experiment 
only relative values for the cross sections can be derived. To 
facilitate comparison, the sum of the experimental cross sec­
tions over all states is set equal to the sum of the corrected 
cross sections from the present calculations. The sum con­
tains only cross sections for excitations to levels j ek that are 
experimentally observed. The experimental error in the indi­
vidual cross sections is estimated to lie between 10% for the 
larger values and 20% for the smallest ones.
If we look at the computed cross sections to 3 ^ , 4^, 
and 2 2 without the correction for the initial state preparation, 
we see that they are all practically zero, not only in the CS 
but also in the CC calculations. This observation was already 
made in Ref. 17. In that reference, the reliability of the re­
sults was questioned because of the deviations with experi­
ment. We conclude, on the other hand, that NH3-H e obeys 
stricter propensity rules than NH3-Ar. Apparently, the Cori- 
olis terms play a negligible role in NH3-H e scattering.
At first sight it may seem surprising that the Coriolis 
terms are less important in NH3-He, because they are in­
versely proportional to the reduced mass of the collision 
complex. The reduced mass of NH3-H e is about 3.7 times 
smaller than that of NH3-Ar. It can be understood, however, 
by realizing that if the anisotropic potential is zero inelastic 
phenomena will not occur. In other words, the Coriolis forces 
can only give rise to nonzero transition probabilities in the 
presence of a potential. The longer the potential is felt, the 
larger the effect of the Coriolis terms. And, for NH3-A r the 
long range attraction is much more important than for 
NH3-He.
Taking into account the imperfect initial state prepara­
tion shows that the cross sections to 3-f, 4 f , and 2^ change 
drastically. The magnitudes of the cross sections from 1 q to 
3 $ and 4 f  are 6.611 and 1.166 A 2, respectively. The cross 
section from i f  to 2^ is 3.465 A 2, which is equal to 
cr(lj"—>2^) given in Table I, because the p a ra  cross sec­
tions are invariant to a simultaneous change of the sign of 
6 in the incoming and outgoing states. Even though these 
cross sections contribute only with a weight of 8% or 5%, 
they can to a large extent account for the magnitude of the 
measured cross sections and the corresponding propensities. 
Comparison with the CS results of Meyer et a /.,10 at an en­
ergy of 788 cm-1 shows that for the cross sections to 3 ^ , 
4 f , and 27 the influence of a difference in energy, compu­
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tational method, and potential energy surface is much 
smaller than that of the initial state preparation.
From Table I we see that for all other cross sections the 
effect of the correction for the initial state preparation is of 
the same order as in NH3-Ar, except for the cross section to 
1 o • The latter even becomes negative, which would imply a 
depopulation of the 1q state. Since such a depopulation has 
indeed been found in experiment,13 we checked the experi­
mental data again and found that there can be no doubt about 
the sign in the experiment in Ref. 11. The large deviation 
must therefore be due to the fact that for this cross section 
Eq. (1) amounts to
A/?( 1 o ) = 0.92(t(0q —> 1 q ) —0.08 2  (2)
'•*C
whereas for the other final ortho  states it amounts to
A/z(7 )^ = 0.92o-(()o —>j*) + 0.08cr( 1 q —►.ƒ*). Because of the
presence of the sum in Eq. (2)—which is equal to 13.994 
A 2 here—we get a near-cancellation of the two terms on the 
right-hand side. As a consequence, the corrected cross sec­
tion to 1q is very sensitive to the potential.
For comparison, we have also determined the effect of 
the correction for the initial state preparation on the theoreti­
cal cross sections given in Ref. 17. These cross sections are 
computed at a total energy of 600 cm" 1 using the CC 
method. The cross sections to 3$ , 4 J ,  and 27 change from 
0.010 to 0.447 A 2, from 0.012 to 0.123 A 2, and from 0.005 
to 0.150 A 2, respectively. This confirms our conclusion that 
for these cross sections the initial state preparation has the 
most important influence. Moreover, the cross section to 
1q changes from 2.627 to 1.054 A2 upon application of Eq. 
(2). This demonstrates that a change in energy and potential 
has a very large effect indeed on the value of this particular 
cross section.
After correcting for the initial state preparation there is 
one experimental cross section for which the disagreement 
with theory remains too large to be accounted for by inaccu­
racies in the potential energy surface, namely, the cross sec­
tion to 6q • Since, in addition, the large magnitude of the 
experimental cross section to this state—with an internal en­
ergy of 417 cm - 1—is counterintuitive, we again checked the 
experimental data and found that the observed transition to 
the 6q state, ' P ( 6 q ), from which the cross section was de­
rived, is coincident with a transition to the 4 \  state, namely, 
r O { 4 f ). From a careful analysis of other observed transi­
tions to these states we learned that the intensity of the 
/' / >( 6q )//,0 ( 4 f )  signal must be ascribed mainly to the 
p O ( 4 2 ) transitions. Consequently the value for the cross 
section to 6q should be much smaller than reported earlier.11 
For the cross section to the 4 t  state a value of 0.50 ± 0 .1 0
o ^
A“ is now derived. This is in closer agreement with the theo­
retical results, because for NH3-H e the cross section to 
4 2 was the largest theoretical cross section that had not been 
measured.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
Our calculations show that the application of the correc­
tion for the initial state preparation reduces the disagreement 
between all experimental and theoretical propensities to an 
extent that can be attributed to inaccuracies in the potential 
energy surface. We conclude therefore that this correction is 
essential if one wants to compare experimental and theoreti­
cal state-to-state cross sections for rotationally inelastic col­
lisions of ammonia and rare gas atoms, especially when the 
interaction is dominated by short-range collisions that cause 
the system to obey strict propensity rules as in NH3-He. 
Further, we find that the cross section to a state that has a 
significant depopulation due to scattering out of that state is 
extremely sensitive to the shape of the intermolecular poten­
tial. A renewed inspection of the experimental data shows 
that the experimental cross sections to the 4 f  and 6q states 
must be corrected. The correction improves the agreement 
between theoretical and experimental results.
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